Fine Art Photography is one of the most popular art forms, which creates lasting impressions that elicit various human emotional reactions. Photo aesthetic enhancement aims at improving the aesthetic level of the photo to please humans by updating color appearance or modifying the geometry structure of objects within that photo. Even though several aesthetic enhancement methods have been proposed, to our knowledge, there is no research to explore, highlight, and accentuate photos' intrinsic aesthetic value to elicit a stronger response from the human observer about the photos' theme. To meet this challenge, a new multimedia technology called automatic color theme-based aesthetic enhancement (CT-AEA) is proposed by leveraging big online data to perform timely collection and learning of humans' current aesthetic perception-behavior over photos and color themes in art, fashion, and design. Unlike existing aesthetic enhancement that examines the composition, such as the geometric structure of the image contents and color/luminance-related (color tone and luminance distribution) characteristics, this CT-AEA takes into consideration the importance of a suitable color theme, namely a set of dominant colors for the design when assessing the aesthetic appearance of a photo. This algorithm is composed of (1) utilizing the knowledge gained from the human evaluator's perception of beauty from existing online datasets, rather than simply applying prior existing knowledge of color harmony theory; (2) developing a new color theme difference equation that exhibits order-invariance and percentage-sensitive properties; (3) designing an optimal color theme recommendation to maximize the aesthetic performance, while minimizing the color modification cost to solve the problems of color inconsistencies and distortion. Experimental results, quantitative measure, and comparison tests demonstrate the algorithm's effectiveness, advantages, and potential for use in many color-related art and design applications. Sos.Agaian@csi.cuny.edu. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. 
; (c) enhanced image by the tone-based method [23] ; (f) enhanced image by the proposed CT-AEA to visually demonstrate that the CT-AEA method enhances the prominence of the colors to elicit the ambiance of a vibrant autumn day.
stronger response from the human observer about the photos' theme, as shown in Figure 1 (f). Also, no research has recognized the key role the color theme plays in determining a photo's aesthetic level and its impact on eliciting an emotional response from the human observer [29, 30] . Most importantly, existing photo aesthetic enhancement approaches are all based on existing color psychology knowledge and experience, which are collected on a small survey scale. Furthermore, humans' aesthetic perception and personal tastes in photography changes over time, and existing methods do not take this into consideration to update their algorithm.
To accomplish this task, big online data is leveraged to survey current human aesthetic perception on a large scale. From this, a new color theme-based aesthetic enhancement algorithm (CT-AEA) is proposed that is different from the tone-based and composition-based methods. By finding the inherent color theme of an input photo, humans' aesthetic experience for different color themes on a large online dataset is applied to generate an optimal color theme. This color theme will be utilized to update the color distribution of the input photo by enjoying a color theme update equation. Experimental results show that the proposed CT-AEA method performs well at achieving the maximum aesthetic enhancement with a minimized cost of color modification within images and their color themes.
COLOR THEME-BASED APPROACH
Early stages of visual psychology revealed that different colors will create different emotional responses and feelings in a human's visual perception [31, 32] . The color green is typically associated with freshness, nature, life, and energy; while the color red will present the feelings of love, passion, heat, rage, and anger. Further study shows that color combinations used as a color theme is important in presenting aesthetic enjoyment and eliciting different feelings in humans [33, 34] . Fig. 2 . Framework of the proposed color theme-based aesthetic enhancement algorithm (CT-AEA): including (1) a theme extraction process to find the inherent color theme (T ) of an input photograph by utilizing clustering technology as shown in Equation (1); (2) a theme dataset used to collect human score (H ( T)) about the human experience concerning different color themes ( T); (3) an optimal theme recommendation, which is used to find the most similar color theme (T * ) with the highest human score by Equation (4), based on the extracted inherent color theme and a new color theme difference equation; (4) a color theme update process used to update the colors of the input photo based on the recommended optimal color theme by Equation (10) .
Some color themes will create a pleasing and harmonious emotional response, while some color themes will not. Hence, according to these psychological observations, the color theme is key to revealing the secret of how humans feel as a result of viewing a photograph. This is a reason why designers treat color themes so importantly throughout the entire art creation and design processes. A photograph will present a different aesthetic feeling or strengthen its original one by changing or modifying the photograph's color theme. This is a fundamental assumption of the proposed color theme-based approach.
To implement this color theme-based approach, one necessary step is to determine and assess how a color theme manipulates the human observer's aesthetic feelings. By practicing over decades, scientists proposed different color theme templates as guides in selecting suitable color combinations. These templates include the Kular template and the Matsuda template. The Kular template focuses on specifying a fixed angular distance on a color wheel between each color in one color theme, whereas the Matsuda template replaces the fixed angle distance with sectors to include more variations. These two templates have been utilized for decades, especially for graphics. However, based on a recent discovery gained from exploring large datasets containing human scores for thousands of color themes on the websites of Kular and Colourlover, these two templates are not always correct [35] . Hence, in this article, the knowledge of the Kular and Matsuda templates are not applicable. Instead, utilizing machine learning, the experience from these online datasets is learned and applied in the proposed algorithm.
AESTHETIC ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
As shown in Figure 2 , the proposed color theme-based aesthetic enhancement algorithm (CT-AEA) is composed of four blocks, including theme extraction, optimal theme recommendation, theme dataset, and color theme update.
Theme Extraction
Since the goal of this proposed CT-AEA aims at accentuating the input photograph's intrinsic ambiance, a first step should be to determine and measure what properties elicit a human's emotional feeling in response to viewing an image. However, quantitatively capturing an abstract concept such as a human feeling is not currently feasible. An alternative approach is to locate a color theme that is known to be affiliated with eliciting different human feelings. This color theme extraction can be described as a clustering problem to divide all the color pixels within the input photo into their natural color groups. Then, the central color of each color group is combined to form a color theme.
To perform this clustering task, a Fuzzy C-means (FCM) method is utilized [36, 37] . The FCM method was proposed by J. C. Dun in 1973 and improved by J. C. Bezdek in 1981. The special advantage of FCM is to allow one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. Hence, for each data point, this algorithm will provide its membership information to each cluster center [36, 37] . This soft clustering will be beneficial in reducing the color artifacts in the following color transfer, as shown in Equation (10) . The goal of FCM is to minimize an objective function, as shown in Equation (1) .
where I i, j is a RGB color vector of pixels in input image/photo with a size of w × l,
T k is the center of kth group, which is calculated by Equation (2),
is the degree of membership of I i, j belonging to the group T k , which can be calculated in Equation (3) . k is the number of clustered groups.
where m is the fuzzifier. A larger value of m means a larger overlap between the groups. The default value is empirically set as 2.
In each iterative operation of this FCM, the cluster centers are calculated by Equation (2) , then the weights are updated by Equation (3), and finally, the value of an objective function is calculated as shown in Equation (1) . By this iterative process, the value of this objective function will be minimized. Once the improvement of this iterative operation about the objective function is smaller than a threshold value, this FCM terminates. A threshold value of 10 −5 was chosen experimentally. This FCM will output two important matrices: a weight matrix and a center matrix. The center matrix carries data of the intrinsic color theme of the input photo/image. The weight matrix will be utilized in a color theme update equation, as shown in Equation (10).
Theme dataset
As shown in Figure 1 , the theme dataset is a connection between online Internet data and the CT-AEA. The function of this theme dataset block is to collect different color theme data and their corresponding human scores from online websites, including the Kular and Colourlover websites. These websites post different color themes containing five different colors and collect human scores by counting its "heart," where one "heart" means one user likes the color theme design. In our design, this theme dataset is connected in real time to these important websites to timely collect information of humans' responses to these color themes, considering the change of humans' aesthetic trend over time. However, in this research article, to present results compared to a known benchmark, the downloaded Kular and Colourlover image datasets from the website of the Dynamic Graphics Project lab of the University of Toronto are used as the theme datasets [35] . The output of the theme dataset is a collection of a five-color theme (T) and its average human score H (T)). Since the online websites only contain themes of five colors, the original inherent theme will also be five colors, meaning that the number of groups (K ) in the FCM equals to 5.
Optimal Theme Recommendation
The optimal theme recommendation process finds a color theme within the theme dataset that meets two requirements: (1) it should have a high human score, ensuring a high aesthetic level; and (2) it should be close to the original inherent theme, meaning that it highlights the original human feeling rather than changing it to a totally different ambiance. Hence, the goal of optimal theme recommendation is to minimize a cost function in Equation (4), containing two evaluation components: theme difference calculation D (T * ,T ) and human score H (T * ).
where T * represents the optimal theme matrix, containing five dominant colors, where each color is represented by three R, G, B component values, as shown in Equation (5), in a theme dataset T; T represents the inherent color theme generated by Equation (6) with central information from Equation (2) .
In the theme dataset, the human score H (T * ) is a fixed value within a range of [0, 5] , where a higher value means the better the aesthetic level. Hence, in the cost function, this human score H (T * ) is multiplied by -1 in the calculation to make a minimized cost function represent an optimal theme. For the theme difference calculation in Equation (4), it should possess two properties: order-invariance and percentage-sensitive. The order-invariant property means that the order of five colors in a color theme should generate the same difference value between the two themes. To achieve this property, the inherent color theme will be compared to each permutation by colors within a color theme in the theme dataset. The minimum difference of all possible permutations will be set as a final difference between these two color themes. To calculate the difference between two color themes, the L1 norm is adapted [38] .
The percentage-sensitive property is to ensure that an optimal color theme will not change the color appearance of the original input photograph significantly, resulting in presenting another ambiance rather than its original one. Hence, a color within the inherent color theme, which takes a larger percentage of color pixels in the input photographs, should be assigned a larger weight in the theme difference calculation.
Considering these two properties, the difference equation D (T * ,T ) in Equation (4) is calculated by Equation (7).
where P c (T * ) is one permutation case among all possible permutation of color theme ( P c (T * ))"×" represents a matrix multiplication; p is a column percentage vector as defined in Equation (8) with the size of K * 1.
where function max(ω m i, j,1:K ) is to calculate the maximum degree of membership belonging to each groups in Equations (1)-(3) .
Color Theme Update
The purpose of the color theme update block in Figure 2 is to transfer the located optimal color theme into the input photograph. Successful color theme update needs to ensure there are no color artifacts generated in the outputted results. The soft FCM clustering is key to achieving this by providing a degree matrix of membership belonging to each group. By utilizing this information, the color theme update will smoothly update the colors in Equation (10) .
where 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
CT-AEA transfers a real image captured by a commercial camera into an aesthetic image, which can be used as a postcard, a cover photo of a magazine, or an art piece. This section will present several experimental results and quantitative measure to demonstrate the effectiveness of the CT-AEA in accentuating the aesthetic feeling of photographs. Figure 3 shows the experimental results of updating the color of art images. As shown in Figure 3(b) , compared to the original photo in Figure 3(a) , the processed photograph carries a much more artistic color distribution presenting a much more interesting photo for display. Another example is shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) . The original image in Figure 3(c) is clear, whereas the transferred image presents a more exciting feeling of fresh, peaceful, and spring in Figure 3(d) . As another example, a photo of a painting in Figure 3 (e) is tested and processed to be as shown in Figure 3(f) . As shown in Figure 3 (e), the original image depicts a rainy city. However, the feeling of "raining" is not so strong to elicit a human's emotional response. To solve this, the CT-AEA is applied, and the transferred photo presents a much stronger chilly feeling of rain, as shown in Figure 3(f) . Also, this chilly feeling is stronger in the recolored result in Figure 3 (f) than its original image in Figure 3 (e), making the recolored results portray some artistic enjoyment for humans. The similar artistic enhancement can be also observed from another original photo in Figure 3 (g) and its recolored result in Figure 3(h) . These examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CT-AEA in exploring and strengthening the inherent aesthetic feeling of the input image. 
Art Photography

Travel Photography
The travel industry has played an essential role in commerce. This proposed aesthetic enhancement can support travel industry marketing by showing the beauty of natural scenes to travel [39] ; (f) recolored image shows a more beautiful image than (e) [39] by presenting the feeling of fresh green; (h) recolored image shows a strong feeling of warmth as the sun sets, while the clear original image (g) [39] presents a neutral feeling, demonstrating the performance of CT-AEA in enriching the colorfulness.
destinations to attract tourists or even share the beauty of what tourists see during their travels via social media. As an example in Figure 4(a) , the original image is clear, but not so colorful. By the CT-AES, the colors are enriched and the scene becomes alive and attractive. As another example, CT-AES can transfer the original image in Figure 4 (c) to an image with appropriate color harmony in Figure 4 (d) to elicit the feeling of peace. Also, CT-AES can make the recolored image in Figure 4 (f) show a more beautiful image than its original image in Figure 4 (e) by presenting the feeling of life from fresh green, and make the recolored image in Figure 4 (h) show a strong feeling of the warmth of a sunset, while the clear original image in Figure 4 (g) presents a neutral feeling. Hence, this CT-AEA shows a good performance in enriching colorfulness to make it beautiful and appealing.
Food Photography
Tempting food advertisements should have an impactful visual appearance to whet the viewer's appetite. One of the key features attracting an individual's appetite for food is the colorfulness of the food within images [40] . A color-enriched food photo will be much more impactful at attracting people's attention and willingness to purchase the food. CT-AEA can support this color-enriching task as shown in Figure 5 . Compared to the original image, the recolored image is very colorful and appealing, especially presenting the fresh green of vegetables in Figures 5(d) , 5(f), and 5(h), the fresh yellow of an orange in Figure 5 (b), and the fresh red of beef in Figure 5 (d).
Quantitative Evaluation
The concept of aesthetics is quite an abstract concept to be assessed without knowing an individual's preference. Hence, this article applies a compromising evaluation method to measure the image's colorfulness, since colorfulness plays a significant role in appealing to the human visual sense. Hence, one of the key properties of aesthetic enhancement is to improve its colorfulness. To produce an objective measure, an existing colorfulness evaluation method [42] is applied for the 13 previously introduced experiments. This quantitative evaluation is calculated based on Equation (11) .
where σ yb, σ rд are the standard deviations of yb and rд, and μ yb, μ rд are mean value of yb and rд, where yb = R+G 2 − B, rд = R − G for a color image in the RGB color model. For this metric, a larger colorfulness score means more colorfulness. For this article, the colorfulness measure results for both the original images and the recolored images are listed in Table 1 . From the data in Table 1 , the CT-AEA successfully improved the colorfulness for each original image with an average performance improvement ratio of 21.43%. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of CT-AEA on improving colorfulness, meaning enhancing one aspect of aesthetics.
User Study Evaluation
Besides the previous quantitative evaluation, a subjective user study is also applied. In each test group, the volunteer was presented with an original image and a processed image. Since different people may express different opinions about photo aesthetic enhancement, this user study is conducted by asking two specific questions, including "Q1: Does the change between the original image and the processed image have an aesthetic effect on the photo?" And "Q2: Do you like the resulting aesthetic effect?" There are 13 test groups from the experimental results. The survey data was listed in Table 2 to present the number of Yes responses to each question out of the total 13 test groups for each volunteer. From the data, there are two observations: First, most of the volunteers think the modification by the proposed CT-AEA has an aesthetic effect. However, the ratio of volunteers liking this photo aesthetic effect is only 50%. This can be explained by the different aesthetic preferences of the volunteers, which also shows the complexity and diversity of humans' aesthetic perception. Hence, the user study only demonstrates the effectiveness of this photo aesthetic effect editing in providing some artistic effects. (c) , (e), and (g) are original images [41] ; (b) recolored result of (a) to present a yellower color of orange; (d) recolored result of (c) presenting the fresh green of vegetable and fresh red of beef; (f) recolored result of (e) showing the fresh green of both vegetable and avocado; (h) recolored result of (g) showing the fresh green of salad vegetable, demonstrating the performance of CT-AEA in enriching the colorfulness. 
Fashion design Photography
One of the key features in fashion design is diversity in color themes. To generate different recolored results with a different color theme, the original CT-AEA algorithm was extended. Instead of determining one single optimal color theme by Equation (4), the modification aims to recommend more good color themes as shown in Equation (11) .
where T * N represents N recommended theme matrixes. Each theme matrix contains five dominant colors, where each color is represented by three R, G, B component values, in the theme dataset T; Function minN aims at finding N smallest value.
These recommended color themes not only generate different recolored images but also ensure that each recolored image has a certain aesthetic level and color harmony. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, these different recolored results provide more good design options. Designers or customers can select the results they like.
Discussion
As presented in the previous experimental results, CT-AEA meets the goals of supporting laymen users to simply and effectively enhance the aesthetic level of their photos. These experimental results also show the diversity of applications for CT-AEA in many color-related art and design applications, including: art photography to elicit a strong emotional feeling from the human observer; fashion design photography to sell a lifestyle or present its aesthetic claim; commercial photography to sell a product by its appealing appearance; travel photography to attract tourists by showing the beauty of a natural scene; and food photography to entice the viewer's appetite. Furthermore, this algorithm tracks humans' aesthetic preference over time by analyzing color theme-related big data utilizing machine-learning technologies. However, this method only changes the color appearance and cannot change other aesthetic-related components, such as the geometric structure of the image contents and luminance distribution. It is our future plan to build an overall system for aesthetic enhancement by including all the aesthetic-related components.
COMPARISON ANALYSIS
To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing methods or systems that explore a photo's original inherent aesthetic feeling and accentuate it. The only similar color-editing method is color transfer-based approach for recoloring. Here, two color transfer-based methods, including Hence, there is a need for users to have the skills and experience to select the proper source colors for recoloring. If the source colors are improperly selected, then the generated images might present some unnatural or unpleasing feeling, e.g., colors are inharmonious when used in combination, rather than the desired aesthetic feeling. And most importantly, even though color transfer-based methods can generate recolored images with different aesthetic feelings, they do not explore the inner aesthetic ambiance of the original images and present it in a much more impactful way. Furthermore, the color inconsistency resulting from the color transfer operation with multiple source colors decreased the images' quality in Method [29] , as shown in the red circle of the "Chase" image in Figure 8 .
Compared to color transfer-based methods, the recolored image in Figure 8 (b) visually verifies the CT-AEA's advantages in (1) requiring no manual process to select a proper source color for an aesthetically impactful purpose; (2) automatically exploring the inherent aesthetic feeling of the input photo; (3) successfully accentuating the image's inherent aesthetic feeling by adjusting its original color theme to achieve aesthetic enhancement; (4) ensuring the high quality of the output photos without the existence of color inconsistency.
Existing objective quality measures perform well at evaluating image distorted-related quality rather than image aesthetic-related quality [43, 44] . Hence, to evaluate the users' feedback about this comparison test, a user study is conducted to let the users select the best aesthetic effect they like. The survey data is listed in Table 3 . From this data, the CT-AEA and Method [28] with the color theme used in Figure 8 (f) receives the highest scores; 8 and 6 respectively denote the first choice selections out of the total 16 volunteers. However, the data for Figure 8 (c) and Figure 8(f) , which shares the same Method [28] with a different color theme input, show it is extremely important for users to pick up the appropriate color theme. Hence, CT-AEA is quite convenient for users to apply the aesthetic enhancement, since the color theme is automatically optimized by the algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a new color theme-based approach was proposed, analyzed, and implemented by the introduced CT-AEA algorithm. This method differs from existing composite-based and Fig. 8 . Comparison analysis between two color transfer-based aesthetic enhancement methods (including Method [28] and Method [29] ) and the proposed color theme-based CT-AEA method: (a) original image; (b) the result of the CT-AEA; (c) and (f) are the results of Method [28] with the users' source color setting as shown in the left-side key of each row; (d), (e), (g), and (h) are the results of Method [29] using three different artistic effects, including "Chase" effect, "Renoir" effect, and "Gogh," show that only the CT-AEA is exploring the inherent aesthetic feeling without the manual interaction, whereas the other two methods need to interface with the users. Note, it is extremely arduous and difficult for ordinary users to select the proper source colors to achieve some aesthetic design purpose without them possessing the background knowledge of color theory. This example also shows the limitation in the color consistency in image content details, which is highlighted by the red circle in the "Chase" image.
color/luminance-related approaches by leveraging the color theme's effect on human aesthetic perception. Unlike existing color/luminance-related approaches that recolor the image to present a different aesthetic feeling, this approach aims at exploring and accentuating the image's original aesthetic feeling. This new CT-AEA algorithm learned from humans' aesthetic experience from a large online dataset and applied that learned knowledge to aesthetic enhancement by recommending an optimal color theme for recoloring. By updating the color theme of original images with the recommended optimal color theme, the CT-AEA approach maximizes aesthetic improvement Figure 8 to with a minimized color-modification cost. Experimental results demonstrated its performance, and a quantitative measure was used to validate the visual assessment claims of improvement.
